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Supplementary material
SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 1 - Survey’s questions

Questions (“*” fields were mandatory)

Name*

Surname*

Email*

Medical specialization*

Hospital / Institution*

Role*

Country*

Gender

Age

In your typical daily activity, which are the 3 most important educational sources you rely on*

During your career, did you attend an in-person training program similar to this academy? If yes, could you describe it briefly?*

What are the key learnings you achieved by attending the academy, from a scientific content perspective. (please list up to 3 learnings)*

What are the 3 learning needs that are still unmet after attending the academy (please list up to 3 needs)*

Which are the additional benefits of the academy, beside its scientific content (please list up to 3 benefits)*

Please provide any extra comment or suggestion for future editions

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLE 2 - Additional comments regarding the academy

# Country Comment
1 Norway Your MSK academy holds very high scientific and organizational level in every aspect and just keep continuing like this!

2 Sweden Thank you for having me at this academy. It’s been an enriching experience to be part of such a well-organized event. 
I’ve learned a lot and enjoyed the insightful discussions. It would be my pleasure to continue contributing to the 
program in any way possible in the future.

3 Sweden This experience has been one of the most well-organized and enriching ones yet. The attention to detail in planning, 
the quality of speakers and presentations, and the overall atmosphere of collaboration and learning have truly set it 
apart. I’m grateful for the opportunity to have been a part of such a professionally rewarding event.

4 United 
Kingdom

I think that I mentioned it was the best cadaver lab I have ever attended, and the high standard of the faculty was 
humbling to witness. I was struck by the humility and talent of Drs Saenz, Bong and of course Guerrasio, who was very 
gracious with his time in speaking with me on a number of occasions.

5 France I’ll be delighted to come back for further sessions

6 Spain I really would like to repeat for learning skills in some tissues (nerve, muscle, …) in more pathological situations, 
always with cadaver support.

7 Italy I never attended a similar course with such a high level both for theory and practice

8 Italy The course is of high quality, with excellent tutors, particularly the Spanish colleagues who are also very supportive. 
Dr. Guerrasio’s supervision is outstanding. These modules have provided me with the opportunity to learn a great 
deal, and I implement it for the benefit of the patients who come to my pain therapy outpatient clinic 

9 Czeck Republic Everything was perfect to me.

10 Hungary I have learnt the US-guided infiltration for the hip at your module, that I am using very often.

11 Poland Training in Barcelona is, as usual, a huge dose of knowledge. Everything perfectly organized. In fact, from arrival to departure 
you feel taken care of. Only substantive training, as usual, great emphasis on theoretical introduction with a huge dose of 
practice. I learned many new things that I am already putting into practice in my office. As I repeat to everyone, each 
presenter has a natural ease in sharing knowledge with participants. For me, Jordi Palau is the world champion.

12 Poland I am very pleased with my participation in the “Cadaver Lab experience” course organized by IBSA International 
Academy. In terms of organization and content, the course was at a very high level. Ivan Saenz’s lectures deserve 
special praise. I will be happy to take part in the next editions of the course.

13 Poland Brilliant organization, substantive quality as well... anatomy classes were conducted by a certain Dr. Saenz, who is said 
to be a TOP on the world!


